[FTIR spectroscopic study of normal and malignant tissues of rectum].
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to study the normal and malignant tissues of rectum. The FTIR spectra of tissues were measured by Nicolet Magna IR-750 spectrometer equipped with mid-infrared fiber optics. The results show that the intensity ratios of five pairs of bands can be used to distinguish the normal and malignant tissues. In the spectra of malignant tissues the relative intensities ratios of I2,873/I2,852 and I1,312/I1,245 were higher than those of normal ones; however, the ratios of I1,745/I1,643, I1,458/I1,400 and I1,162/I1,082 were lower. These results, proved by data-analysis of spectra from 21 patients, were generally shown in the spectra of rectum tissues. The study of near-malignant tissues (one centimeter beside the malignant point) of rectum by FTIR shows that these ratios of bands were in a transient state between normal and malignant rectum tissues.